The Architecture Competition
for Students by Students
It’s the moment we all have been waiting for!
Here is the assignment for the 2021 competition.
Good luck and have fun!

INTRO
In the Dzunguni village in Kenya, Eco Moyo
Education Centre started a project in 2013, with the
ambition of providing free primary education. They
can now offer free primary education to more than
200 children in the village. They are constantly
planning the next step.
Their mission is:
To provide free primary education for all children in
Dzunguni village.
Their vision is:
To increase the quality of life for underprivileged
children.
Their motto is:
Education is power.

Eco is short for ecology (the scientific study of
interactions amoung organisms and their
environment).
Moyo means heart in Swahili.
Eco Moyo therefore refers to showing love for the
environment.
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Please read this document and the provided source material carefully.

PRINCIPLES FOR DESIGN
In Kenya and at Eco Moyo there is a
specific building tradition. We
encourage you to use these materials.

Palmleaves

Steel

Timber

Stones

Concrete

Read more about the materials, their
dimensions and their use in the
reference paper.

MAP

Project area

Football field

An additional DWG-file of the site is
posted on our website, and can be used in
your proposal.
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Please read this document and the provided source material carefully.

TASK
Create a place for playing, teaching and gathering.
Parts of your project should protect the users from the sun and the rain. The marked site on the map
(page 03) shows the project area. Therefore you should acknowledge the football field.
You are encouraged to use materials from the list (page 03).
Your project should function and have qualities at the three different scales:
a couple, a group and a crowd.

A couple

A group

A crowd

If needed, include a short discription of your proposal (not more than 150 words).

SUBMISSION MATERIAL
Two A3 sheets
Team ID in the bottom right corner of both sheets.
Minimum:
1 Plan
1 Section
1 Illustration
Optional:
Text (not more than 150 words)
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Please read this document and the provided source material carefully.

EVALUATION
Your competition entry will be based on the following criterias:
1. Vision and concept.
2. Spacial composition.
3. Presentation. Clarity and quality in the graphics.

JURY
Anna Røtnes, Architect, Praksis A - Head of Jury
Eirik Jarl Trondsen, Artist, Affirmative Arts
Jan K. Godzimirski, Architect, Eco Moyo
Anne Truelsen Schultz, Landscape Architect, ATSITE
Ingrid Bull, Architect, Bull Arkitekter
Amalie Elvegård, Architect student, The Oslo School of Architecture and Design
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Please read this document and the provided source material carefully.

FORMAT
Any infringements of the instructions below will lead to automatic disqualification, and the proposal will
not be evaluated by the jury.
Your proposal must be presented on two landscape oriented A3 sheets.
All text must be in English.
All delivered material must be marked with your team id, presented
clearly in the bottom right corner on BOTH your sheets.
Your delivery must not include ANY information that may give away your identity.
Your A3 sheets must be uploaded to Submittable within the deadline of Saturday 27th of March 2021
at 14.00 (UTC+1).
DELIVERY
Please read this information very carefully.

2x A3
TEAM xxxx
TEAM xxxx

YES
Landscape format

NO
Portrait format

Write the team ID on both the A3s

One high-resolution PDF containing both A3 sheets for your project.
The maximum file size is 20 MB.
The name of the file shall be:
teamXXXX.pdf
*teamXXXX - replace XXXX with your given team ID number.
NB!
If you fail to follow these instructions we will automatically disqualify your proposal. Please make
sure that you have used the correct file names when you upload your project. You are only able to
upload your project once, so make sure to check that you are uploading the right files.
We will under no circumstances change the file for you.
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GOOD LUCK AND HAVE FUN!

